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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL REMINDER:
Check your ABANA membership expiration on the mailing label.
If the date there is 06/30/2013, it is urgent that you renew now to continue your ABANA membership.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Classes and Workshops

Master Class in blacksmithing and ironwork design with Christoph Friedrich in Santa Fe, NM. August 1-4, 3 days, $300. www.kathrynstreet-artsfestival.org/blacksmithing.html

John Boyd Smith Metal Studios — Spartanburg, SC. Forging three-dimensional metalwork that is realistic. Forms from nature are taught at all levels from beginning to advanced. For details & info, contact John Boyd Smith at www.johnboydsmith.com, cell: 912-655-9448, or flemsmith@aol.com.


Books and Videos
Published back issues of the Blacksmith's Journal are still available in hard copy. Fill in your collection while they last! Buy them online at www.blacksmithsjournal.com where you can find all available issues in the Store.

How to rebuild a Nazel Powerhammer, 1 1/2-hour CD, 2 Nazel brochures, setup diagram, Mark Krause book with diagrams of how these hammers work. $125.00 delivered. 608/527-2494, www.oldworldanvils.com.


For Sale
ERNST REFFLINGHAUS ANVILS
Highest quality. Made in Germany since 1886. Hardness guarantee of RC 59. Double horn, with or without side shelf. USA Dealer is SHADY GROVE BLACKSMITH SHOP LLC www.blksmith.com Phone 308-384-1088

RENAISSANCE Microcrystalline Wax Polish. AMAZING! Protects armor, copper, fine wood and much more. Buffs easily to a hard, transparent finish. 65ml tin ($12.95), 200ml tin ($22.95) plus S&H. Blue Moon Forge. Toll free: 1/866-627-6922. E-mail: books@bluemoongpress.org.

Peter Wright, Hay Budden, and Trenton logo T-shirts (starting @ $15.99 + $3 SH) and hats ($16.99 + $3 SH). www.oldtrottees.com. Jay Campbell @217-415-2926

Late model Little Giant 25# Power Hammer serial #8208 good shape. $2,950 fob Decatur, IN. Also want Hay-Budden or Peter Wright anvils, from bench anvils to heavy weight. Call Neil @ 260-413-0626

126-YEAR OLD SHOP for sale. 4th gen. owner retiring. Sterling reputation for high-quality metalwork — both new & restoration. 18,000 sq. ft. bldgs. 1906 coal forge, newer gas forge, Moloch power hammer, Peddinghaus ironworker, 10" x .1875" shear, 55-ton press brake. Personal contacts with high-end residential architects & contractors in central Ohio. Email friesingerinc@att.net or call 740-452-9480. Web: friesingerinc.net

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Ads are $20 each and are limited to 35 words (six lines). Longer ads are $5 per line. Please submit your classified ad, in writing, either by e-mail to: centraloffice@abana.org; by regular mail to: ABANA Central Office, Attn: JoAnn, 259 Muddy Fork Road, Jonesborough, TN 37659; or by fax: 423/913-1023. Do not send a check; you will be billed. Designate whether the classified ad is for the Hammer's Blow or The Anvil's Ring or both.
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Darryl Nelson's

The Forged Anvil
By: Darryl Nelson, Washington

I have used this forged anvil as a demo piece and as an instructional project when teaching at my school.

Typically, I use a ¾-inch square bar for this project, but you can go bigger if you want to.

By forging a three sided taper to the end of the bar, I am setting the forging up for the bick and the heel. The taper on the top side will become the bick and the non-tapered bottom side will become the heel.

Draw the end of the bar down to ¾-inch tall by ½-inch wide. Try to keep the taper length to no longer than the parent bar is wide, in this case ¾-inch. Fig. 1

Using a ¾-inch diameter spring tool, fuller in the sides of the bar to a depth of about ⅛-inch. Place the fullers about 1½-inches from the end of the bar. Fig. 2

Once you have fullered the bar, flatten the material in front of the fullers to approximately a half-inch in thickness. Do not correct for any growth in width. Fig. 3

Using a suitable hot-cut, split along the centerline of the forging to leave a cut roughly ¾-inch long. Make sure that the cut is equal at the base of the cut to prevent problems with the next move. Fig. 4

Using a soft edged set tool, open the split out to 180°. Clamp the work in your post vise to keep the frustration down to a minimum. Fig. 5

Once you have opened out the cut, return to the anvil and drive what will be the face of the forged anvil down onto your anvil face to fully dress the top surface of the forged anvil. Figs. 6 & 7

To create the waist of the forged anvil, use two mismatched fullers. I used a ½-inch fuller under the horn and a ¾-inch fuller under the heel. Fig. 8

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site
Due to the difference in surface area, I expect the ½-inch fuller to penetrate just a little more than the ¾-inch fuller.

My handheld side set is roughly ¼-inch square at the end. The end is filed to an angle of approximately 10-15 degrees from front to back.

With the forged anvil supported in the vise or on the anvil, drive the side set in to create the step and table behind the horn. Fig. 9

Draw down what you can and hot-rasp off anything extra to finish the horn area. Fig. 10

Define the bottom of the base by butchering into the bar from all sides. Don’t go too deep, do just enough to make the bottom of the anvil obvious. Fig. 11

The feet of the anvil are created using a set of paired ¾-inch fullers driven into the anvil’s base from each side of the anvil. Fig. 12

Darryl Nelson is perhaps better known for his sculptural animal heads from bar stock. He has produced four DVDs showing his techniques with the animal heads. Darryl owns and operates his own blacksmithing school in the North West of the country.

Darryl is the treasurer for the NWBA and conference chair for the up-coming Western States conference at Mount Hood, Oregon, this August 22nd - 25th, 2013.

www.darrylnelsonblacksmith.com
NATIONAL CURRICULUM

National Curriculum
The Level II Grille
By: John McLellan, ABANA’s Education Chair
with HB Staff

The Level II grille shown on pages 10 and 11 consists of two 'S' shaped scrolls contained within a frame. The scrolls are collared together back to back within the frame (see Mark's article on page 13).

The scrolls have been divided into four families:

1. Ribbon scroll
2. Fish-Tail scrolls
   Rolled (Knib-ended, UK) scrolls
   Bolt-ended scrolls
3. Snub-Ended scrolls
   Solid snub-ended scroll
   Half-penny scroll
4. Beveled scrolls
   Beveled scrolls
   Blown-over beveled leaf scrolls

I am going to focus on the beveled scroll as it finishes the level III grille and gives me an opportunity to look at calculating the material needed to form 'S' or 'C' shaped scrolls.

This scroll is the sister to the beveled leaf scroll featured in the Summer 2012 issue of the Hammer's Blow magazine, in that the techniques are very similar.

Forming a scroll on the end of a bar doesn’t really take too much work, but forming a scroll on either end of a bar does require a little calculation. At some stage, you have to cut the bar from the 20 foot length supplied by the mill.

Cutting the bar either too short or long can cause a little indigestion. Admittedly, we can stretch or shrink a scroll a little, but we cannot compensate for major discrepancies if we do not cut the bar to somewhat near the correct length.

You can calculate the length of any un-forged material by measuring along the scroll of the drawing. What is not known is how much material is needed to make the forged scroll end.

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site
BEVELED SCROLL

Take a bar of steel that you want to make your scrolls from. Make a center punch mark about 4 inches or so from one end. Record the distance from the center punch mark to the end of the bar with a pair of dividers. Fig. 1

To start, draw a taper at least 2 inches in length on the end of the bar. Make the top edge of the taper slightly curved. Make sure that you bring the end down to a sharp point. Figs. 2 - 4

At this stage, measure the distance from the center punch mark to the start of the forged section of bar. Subtracting this amount from your original measurement will give you the material needed to form the forged scroll end. Fig. 5

The next step will dictate the shape and size of the finished scroll. Turning the bar on edge, turn a scroll on the end of the bar. I like to start a little way back from the end. Bend as much as you can from the top and if needed, place the bar underneath the bick and bend what is left. I like the scroll to make about one complete turn through 360-degrees. Figs. 7 - 9

Getting to the very end of the scroll can be difficult. In order to get to the tip of the scroll, you will have to knock the end out of alignment, finish turning the tip and then bring the material back into alignment. Finish scrolling using your hand hammer on the face of the anvil. Figs. 10 & 11

Once the scroll is formed, decide whether this will be a left or right-handed scroll. This type of scroll has a front and a back, making it one-sided visually.

If, when you lay it on the anvil face to be beveled, the bar is scrolling to the right, it will produce a right facing scroll, and of course vice versa.

At this stage bevel the edges. The inside edge will receive most attention visually and so requires a little more effort than the outside edge. Fig. 12

When you bevel the inside edge the scroll will open. When you bevel the outside edge, it will close the scroll, making it tighter.

---
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I like to have to chamfers meet in the middle of the bar for the first couple of inches. After the chamfers are complete, the scroll must now be turned 90-degrees to the parent bar. Fig 13

To better understand how to turn this type of scroll, get a piece of cardboard (a breakfast cereal box will do nicely) and draw the outline of your forged and bent scroll on the cardboard. Cut out the cardboard scroll with scissors.

Holding the cardboard in one hand between the thumb and forefinger, start at the end and make a bend 90-degrees to the centerline of the scroll. Feed about 1/4-inch out and do the same thing.

Continue this along the entire scroll. You should find that the scroll end has made a slow 90-degree turn and is now resting in line with the rest of the scroll. That knowledge helps you when you go to the anvil.

You can turn these scrolls off the heel of the anvil if you didn’t need some clearance for the scroll tip to move around in. As such, we turn these scrolls at the tip of the bick as it allows us the clearance that we need for turning the scroll.

Keep the centerline of the scroll perpendicular to the centerline of the support. This will mean moving your tong hand after each hit as you feed more scroll past the pivot point. Figs. 14 - 18

John McLellan owns and operates his own commercial blacksmithing company and teaches classes at his place of business near Sacramento, California.

John is the current ABANA Education Committee chair and serves on both the ABANA and CBA board.

www.mcelellanblacksmithing.com

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site
See our work at: www.customforgedhardware.com
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Both the level II and the level III grilles contain collars. Each collar has its own challenges, with the bead on the level III grille presenting the biggest problem.

Collars are generally fit to embellish your work. Collars should not be considered structural. If it is important that your connection does not move, use a blind rivet or other connection to secure your work before fitting the collar.

My preference is the blind rivet as I find a weld to difficult to clean up without leaving tell-tale marks.

There are many different types of collar and their construction. For me, they fall into two categories:

- Wrap around
- Forged

The first of these three types is the wrap around. This type is typically un-forged and bent around the bar to fit.

The ends can be tapered so that they overlap each other when the collar is applied or they can be plain, butting up against each other when the collar is closed.

I am going to start with a tapered end wrap around collar and apply it to the level II grille.

There is a formula for calculating the length of material needed to make the wrap around collar from. As the types of collar change, this formula may not be as accurate—but it can represent a good place to start from.

The length of bar needed to form a wrap around collar is equal to:

The perimeter of the bars to be collared, plus two-and-a-half times the collar stock thickness.

Taking collar stock that is ¾-inch in thickness and wrapping it around two ¾-inch thick by ¾-inch wide bars nested together so that they form a ¾-inch square, the formula would look like this:

\[ \frac{3}{4} \times 4 + (2.5 \times \frac{3}{16}) = \text{Length of bar needed to form the collar} \]

\[ 3 + 1\frac{3}{4} = 3\frac{3}{4} \text{ or } 3\frac{7}{16} \text{ (rounding down)} \]

That measurement is correct for a wrap around collar with either a butt or tapered end. The tapered end collar is measured shoulder to end on one side only.

I start with the perimeter of the material to be collared plus one-and-a half times the starting thickness of the collar stock for forged collars and construct a test piece.
The issue in the level II grille is that you are collaring two curved 3/8-inch thick bars. Where the bars touch each other, they measure 3/4-inch thick. The collar wraps around above and below that contact point and must include the gap between the two bars in the measurements and formula.

There are two methods of attaining the taper to the ends of the collar stock: forged and cut. The two important things in forging the tapered ends to the collars are:

1. Consistent hammer angle to the collar stock. If the tapers don't match there will be a gap and one of the two ends will be displaced.

2. Tapers are forged on opposite sides of the bar to each other, so that they nest together when closed.

Cutting the collar stock with tapered ends from a larger bar presents its own challenges—especially if your equipment is as basic as mine is.

To control the spread at the end of the bar when forming the taper, form a blunt taper perpendicular to the intended taper. Dressing the edges of the taper later can cause buckling.

Using an anvil block, draw the end of the bar down to form your intended taper to give your tongs some clearance from the anvil face.

Check the bar length along one side.

Center the collar stock across the collar forming swage.

To create a push bar, use a bar the same width as the bars to be collared. Make the bar taller to allow for clearance of the ends of the collar when they come up, drive the collar stock down to the bottom of the swage.

Tuck the ends in where they are open.

Remove the collar and check to make sure that the collar is not racked or twisted. Correct as required.

If you are ready to fit the collar to your work, re-heat the collar. Place the collar in the collaring vise and then add your scrolls or grill to the mix. Close the leg of the collar that has its tallest side next to the scrolls.

Close the second side and tighten the post vise to make sure that everything is nice and snug.

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site
A blind rivet goes a long way towards keeping everything in unison as you fit the collar

I have decided to chisel a groove on the outside of the collar stock. This does mean no forged ends though...

Cut or forge your stock to equal lengths. These collars have been hacksaw cut to preserve the grooved surface

Center the collar stock on the jig, make sure that it rests against the alignment blocks, pattern side down

The push bar has been centered on the collar stock and driven down, forming the 'U' shape for the collar

The hot collar is shown in the collaring vise (page 18) awaiting the scrolls

I like to use a set hammer and close each side of the collar to prevent galling the vise or the scrolls

Here is the collar fitted around my faux scrolls. Give the vise a squeeze to snug the collar up around the scrolls

For curriculum related videos—visit the www.ABANA.org web site
You will want a pair of bow tongs available as you fit the collar. The bow tongs help align the ends of the collar and prevent it from opening as it cools down.

The forged collar uses a mandrel of the same size as the bars to be collared. Fold the scroll material back on itself to prevent any size discrepancies when making the mandrel.

Use a piece of the scroll material folded back on itself to make the mandrel. Taper the end to allow easy removal.

Use a suitable swage to complete the initial bend of the collar.

Fit the mandrel and close the first corner of the collaring stock.

Fold the second corner of the collaring stock in.

Get both ends roughly even.

Place the ends on the face of the anvil and strike a blow over each corner of the back of the collar.

Dress each side in turn before moving to the side with the ends located on it.

Keep your blows centred on the corners of the collaring stock.

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site
NATIONAL CURRICULUM COLLARS

This collar is fitted to the back of the grille with the collar seam landing on the seam of the two scrolls, not an ideal situation.

Straighten the collar as necessary

Finish dressing the corners of the collar. Keep your hammer flat so as not to pinch the corners

Place the collar over the edge of the anvil to remove it from the mandrel

If you dress the sides of the collar you may have to re-fit the mandrel to shrink the collar

Use two pairs of scrolling tongs to open the collar sufficiently to allow it to fit the collared stock

Squeeze the hot collar together with large tongs to fit it to the scrolls

Keep the collar closed with bow tongs to prevent it from opening as it cools down

Here is the collar fitted to the two representative scrolls of the National Curriculum level II grille

SUMMER 2013
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The Collaring Vise

I used a 5¼-inch length of ¾-inch square bar for this vise.

Once you have made one, the measurements fall into place quite quickly if you want to make another of a different size.

This vise was built for the level II grille collars and is about ¾-inch tall at the working end to accept a ¾-inch thick collar and ¾-inch tall material.

The vise is used in a post vise that has about 1¼-inch deep jaws.

These two measurements dictated my lay-off distances to ensure spring clearance and jaw functionality. Fig. 32

The collaring vise allows you to fit the wrap around collar without the sides blowing out as you bend the top two ends in around the scrolls. Figs. 13 - 15

It also allows you to squeeze the collar a little if it is a touch too wide in the fit. Don’t use it to close gaping gaps as the collar can bow out on the bottom.

This should be seen as a fun forging and a precursor to making a pair of box-jaw tongs within the National Curriculum.

The bottom of the vise, relative to the jaws of the post vise, can be changed by changing the measurements of the initial offset. Figs. 33 & 34

---

Lay-off ¾” of material over the offside edge of your anvil block

Place the nearside edge of your set hammer about ¼” back from the offside edge of the anvil block

Drive the set hammer down to a depth of about ¾”

Tidy up the end a little

---

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site
37 Protecting the end, fuller in about 3/8" behind the set transition. Leave room for a little clean up later

38 Repeat at the other end and draw down the material in-between to 1/4" thick and 3/4" wide

39 Dress the edges as you work

40 Clean up the transition using the bick or horn

41 I use two sets of dog wrenches to bend the transition area to 120 degrees. Keep the bend as tight as you can without causing damage to the material

42

43 Upset the end back to clean up the bend. Aim the hammer towards your knee otherwise the material will roll away from you as you upset and clean up the transition area

44
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I used a section of 1⅛" ID Sch. 40 pipe to wrap the material around. Close the vise using a hand hammer and your tongs. Don’t put too much effort in here as this ring can go pear-shaped quite quickly later on in the process, and may need tweaking.

A 1⅛" square bar is used as a spacer, it is the same size as the ¾" thick collar wrapping around the ¾" scrolls.

Pull half of the block down with a fuller. This will pull the material away from the spacer.

Turn the fuller 90° and close the gap to the spacer block. Repeat for the other side.

You may have to repeat the process once more to get a nice fit to both the block and the top of the post vise jaws.

The jaws are then filed to suit your needs. The working jaws need to allow you to reach the collar, when fitting, without impediment.

For article related videos—visit the www.youtube.com/user/hammersblow web site.